Niv lab in Rehovot is studying taste GPCRs. This is an amazing field, with lots of open questions: how evolutionary pressure shapes taste recognition, how taste affects food preferences and mood, why many medicines are bitter, what are the functional roles of extraoral taste receptors, how can taste be rationally modified?
We are looking for curious, friendly and hardworking lab members, ideally A) a postdoc experienced in Molecular Dynamics of membrane proteins B) PHD students with experience in cell-culture, molecular biology, RNAseq, functional cell-based assays or structural biology.
For more information about the lab, please visit:  
Homepage [URL] LinkedIn[URL] Google+[URL] twitter [URL] 
Potential candidates should send CV, a short cover letter and names of at least 2 references to Prof. Masha Niv masha.niv@mail.huji.ac.il